
Martial Arts 1291 

Chapter 1291 Invasion of the Devil Mind Race! 

Wang Teng dashed towards Veblen’s laboratory with a grim expression. 

Using his Spiritual Sight, he was able to see a powerful ball made with constellation dark force where the 

explosion took place. 

It wasn’t outside their defensive walls. It was actually within the main base. 

What does that mean? 

Did some dark apparitions manage to sneak into the main base? 

Wang Teng found the conjecture absurd. 

Dark apparitions, managing to sneak in through the tight security? Wouldn’t that be a slap in their 

faces? 

But why was it in Veblen’s laboratory? 

That old fellow had no battle abilities. He would be toast if he met a dark apparition. 

Wang Teng was worried. He raised his speed to the maximum and swiftly reached Veblen’s laboratory. 

The area was in a mess. There were force explosions everywhere; the cries of martial warriors were 

being heard non stop. 

However, they didn’t panic, even though the situation was chaotic. All thanks to their military training. 

Most of them had split into a few teams and headed in different directions. 

That was the origin of the dark force bursts he had seen with Spiritual Sight. 

They were dark apparitions! 

And it wasn’t just one! 

Damn it, why are there so many of them in the main base? 

Wang Teng frowned. There was no time to think about it. He landed on the building and his expression 

changed. 

The place was badly damaged. The blasts seemed to have come from within. 

The worst case scenario took place. 

The martial warriors removing the rocks and debris recognized him and saluted when he landed. 

“Colonel Wang Teng!” 

“How’s the situation?” Wang Teng asked in a hurry. 



“We’ve just got here and set about clearing the debris. There are people stuck inside,” a martial warrior 

replied instantly. 

“Move!” 

Wang Teng’s heart sank when he heard this. 

Knowing he would take action, everyone felt elated and quickly stepped aside. 

Heart Of Magnetic Essence, activate! 

Wang Teng shouted in his heart. An invisible force radiated from his body and spread further outward. 

Boom! 

Numerous giant rocks were pulled into the sky by the magnetic force. 

Amid the rumbling, the rocks and pieces of metal were gathered, becoming two large spheres. 

Wang Teng waved a hand and the gargantuan pair landed on the empty ground nearby. 

The people around him were bewildered. 

Martial warriors were strong, but they would have had a much harder time if they wanted to clear the 

rocks and metals on their own. A lot of time and effort would be wasted. 

They couldn’t have done it as easily as Wang Teng. 

“Why are you standing there? Go rescue the people inside!” Wang Teng shouted. 

“Yes!” replied the men out of reflex and rushed into the building. 

Wang Teng darted in and activated his Eyes of Essence. He searched for Veblen and Moira through all 

the obstacles. 

Soon, he found Veblen in his laboratory. 

Fortunately, the lab walls were sturdy, so it didn’t suffer damage. Veblen merely stuck there, unable to 

get out. 

Wang Teng blasted the lab door open and saw Veblen lying at one side. His expression changed a bit. 

Veblen is injured! 

No wonder he couldn’t come out. 

The fellow didn’t have a strong battle ability, but it wasn’t low. He should have escaped under normal 

conditions. 

Wang Teng finally knew the reason. 

There were signs of dark force attacks on him, and was rendered unconscious. 

Wang Teng hurriedly executed the Bestowal of the Goddess. 



Veblen was wearing his light battle armor so the dark force influence wasn’t big. He quickly regained his 

consciousness after being treated with light force. 

“Old man, what happened?” Wang Teng quickly asked. 

“…Wang Teng? You saved me.” Veblen groaned and rubbed his head. Then, he became agitated as he 

recalled something. “Where’s Moira? And the devil ovum… damn it! The dark apparitions stole the devil 

ovum and captured Moira!” 

“What?” Wang Teng was shocked. “How did they sneak in?” 

“It was the Devil Mind race!” Veblen replied with an ugly expression. 

“The Devil Mind race! They sneaked into the main base!” Wang Teng’s face turned black. 

“Wang Teng, quick, you can’t let them leave with the devil ovum. And Moira! Who knows what she’ll 

become if she lands in the dark apparitions’ hands. You must save her,” Veblen said anxiously, overcome 

with worry. 

“All right.” Wang Teng nodded. His gaze turned sharp. “Don’t worry, I’ll save her.” 

“Please do,” said Veblen while grabbing Wang Teng’s hands tightly. 

“Let me get you out of here.” Wang Teng instantly took the elder out of the laboratory, reaching an 

empty space outside. 

General Cameron and the others had arrived. They saw Wang Teng and Veblen. 

“Mister Veblen, you’re safe.” General Cameron heaved a sigh of relief. 

Veblen is too important. Nothing can happen to him. 

Fortunately, Wang Teng hurried over in time and saved him. The consequences would have been 

unimaginable otherwise. 

“General Cameron, the devil mind apparitions snatched human bodies and sneaked into the base. They 

stole the devil ovum and captured Moira. Let me go chase them,” Wang Teng said. 

“The Devil Mind race!” General Cameron knew of them. He had also wondered how they were 

infiltrated but he soon got his answer. He couldn’t blame the warriors posted since those apparitions 

were too strange and abnormal. 

He quickly nodded and said, “All right, I’ll leave this matter to you.” 

Wang Teng had caught one of those beings once, which made him the best candidate. 

“You have to catch them.” General Cameron’s gaze turned cold as he added that sentence with a stern 

voice. 

Wang Teng nodded. He flew up to chase the intruders. 

There were others trying to stop them, so they didn’t run far. They had only reached the edge of the 

main base. 



The one handling Moira managed to leave the main base, leaving his chasers behind. 

Wang Teng ignored the other apparitions and went straight for the one carrying Moira. 

Boom! 

Wang Teng donned his battle armor. The Wings of Wind and Lightning were spread, making lightning 

and wind surge around it. His speed increased exponentially as he dashed out of the main base like a 

beam of dark-red light. 

Chapter 1292 Windranger’s Body! Escape! (1) 

Brumberg turned and smirked when he noticed the human martial warrior chasing him. 

“Naive! Do you think you can catch me?” 

Boom! 

Right when he finished speaking, his speed was boosted as he shot towards the horizon like a beam of 

green light. 

He was holding a person, but it didn’t affect his speed. 

He looked no different from a fairy, with pointed ears and exquisite green scales covering his arms. It 

was a handsome looking fellow with a green crystal embedded on his forehead, looking magical and 

mysterious. 

This race was rare in the universe: the wind element fairies! 

This fairy race was known as Windrangers, who possessed an extremely high talent for wind and were 

born sensitive to wind force. They could merge into the wind and travel just as fast as its currents. 

It was obvious that the wind element fairy was being controlled by the devil mind apparition. 

“Why is this dark apparition so fast?” Wang Teng squinted. 

He was going at a high speed with the help of the Wings of Wind and Lightning, and was probably 

moving faster than a cosmos stage martial warrior. 

Yet, the apparition was faster than him. 

If his eyes weren’t playing tricks on him, he saw wind force fluctuations. 

This meant that the creature was indeed harnessing wind force. 

Yes, he must be a devil mind creature. Only one of them can summon constellation wind force. Wang 

Teng managed to ascertain the kind of apparition he was dealing with. The mysterious devil mind race 

also gave him a headache. 

That monster was very likely controlling a wind element martial warrior who could travel at high speeds 

using Soul Bind. This enabled it to use wind force. 

This is cheating! 



Wang Teng stared at the elongating distance between them with a blank expression. Complex silver-

colored patterns appeared on the Wings of Wind and Lightning, glowing abruptly. The patterns became 

interconnected and soon covered the entire wing surface. 

Wang Teng had found a space element star core and a star bone, back in the Saint Star Pagoda. He 

decided to immediately put them to use. 

He wouldn’t be stupidly saving the goods like Sheng Luo. In the end, the things were taken by others. 

Round Ball merged both the star core and the star bone into the wings, making them attain the power 

of space. 

It was just right for Wang Teng’s space talent. 

His original plan was to use those materials to forge a divine spirit master weapon, but ended up using 

them to improve the wings. After all, he didn’t have any special skills related to speed. 

The silver patterns expanded further as the wings flapped. Wang Teng disappeared on the spot. 

The next second, he reappeared a few thousand meters away. 

“Space fluctuation!” Brumberg’s expression changed and his pupils shrank. 

This is a space skill! 

This human warrior is able to use Hyperspace Travel in short distances! 

Unbelievable! 

Windrangers were fast, but that depended on who their opponent was. Speed was nothing when faced 

with Hyperspace Travel. 

F**k, this human is cheating! 

Without hesitation, he immediately increased his speed to the maximum and also disappeared, not 

minding his energy expenditure. 

That human chasing him could travel a few thousand meters in one go. He would be able to catch up 

with him after a few more jumps. 

Brumberg was merely at the cosmos stage. He couldn’t use space skills like a heaven stage martial 

warrior. 

However, he did manage to reach an unbelievable speed with the help of the wind element fairy’s 

talent, being basically invisible to the naked eye. 

Only lingering shadows could be seen from afar. 

Wang Teng squinted slightly when he saw this happen. 

That devil mind apparition definitely took the body of a wind element talent. He coldn’t be as quick 

otherwise. 

This was the fastest among all the experts he had met. 



Wang Teng started to view the talent of the snatched body differently, no longer daring to 

underestimate the other party. 

He would lose the other if he didn’t stick close. 

“Hmph!” 

Wang Teng snorted and continued executing his Hyperspace Travel. The distance between them was 

shortening. 

Our hero gave chase and was soon after fifty kilometers away from the main base, entering the 

dangerous dark apparitions’ territory. 

A large number of apparitions could appear at any moment. 

Brumberg looked tired, having spent much of his energy. The human was like bubblegum stuck to his 

tail. 

Even worse, the latter kept using Hyperspace Travel. 

This proved that he possessed the rare space talent! 

When did humankind produce a monster like him? 

Brumberg’s expression turned ugly. He kept on going as fast as he could, fearing that the enemy would 

catch up. 

Just then, a bunch of dark apparitions showed up in front of him. 

Brumberg’s eyes brightened, seeing hope. A sinister smile was formed with the corner of his lips. He 

then pushed forward. 

Boom! 

The force in his body erupted, turning into an invisible element furiously pushing him forward. 

Chapter 1293 Windranger’s Body! Escape! (2) 

“Damn it!” Wang Teng saw the dark apparitions too. There was a slight change to his expression. 

He was mentally prepared, but he still felt anxious when he saw them. 

The incoming apparitions were the sheep-head kind, that roamed in the wilderness and hunted human 

martial warriors. They had already noticed both Wang Teng and Brumberg. 

Even dark apparitions were unable to see through the devil mind’s disguise easily. However, Brumberg 

then used his dark force so the creatures could tell he wasn’t human. 

On the other hand, Wang Teng was a true human. 

Brumberg rushed towards them and took out a token. He acted in an overbearing manner as he shouted 

at them, “Stop him!” 



“That is…” The lofty and tall sheep-head apparition was the leader. His face changed when he saw the 

token, as if witnessing something unbelievable. 

Why is Sir’s token here? 

“Are you going to defy my orders?” Brumberg shouted in anger since they hadn’t moved. 

The sheep-head leader went down on one knee and stuttered, “Yes, yes, Gardner accepts the order!” 

“Stop him, no matter what.” Brumberg kept on flying forward right after giving the order, leaving the 

sheep-head dark apparitions behind. 

Gardner stood up only after the token holder left. His brows furrowed. 

“Sir Gardner, does that token belong to that sir?” said one of the underlings with a timid voice. 

“That’s right, it must be!” Gardner threw away all doubt. His gaze had a frenzied look while crying 

excitedly, “That sir must have come to Defense Planet No. 29.” 

“That means…” another dark apparition interjected. 

Gardner stopped him. “Shut up. We shouldn’t guess his plans.” 

“Yes!” the apparitions replied in a hurry. 

“His excellency must be taking care of an important mission. We need to stop that human. If we 

succeed, we might get Sir’s recognition.” Gardner looked behind him with a cold gaze. His expression 

was ruthless. 

“Haha, it’s just a human. Kill him!” 

“That’s right, kill him!” 

“He’s just at the celestial stage. Piece of cake.” 

… 

The sheep-head apparitions smiled ruthlessly. They stared intently at the approaching Wang Teng. 

The latter finally caught up to them after some time, then silently lifted a finger. The Golden Crescent 

Blade flew out and cut through the air like a golden beam of light, shooting towards the dark apparitions 

at a fast speed. 

“Fast!” Gardner squinted. He flapped his pair of fleshly wings on his back and turned into a lingering 

shadow. 

Splat! Splat! Splat… 

The sound of sharp objects piercing through bodies was heard. The other apparitions didn’t react in time 

and got their heads cut. Their hideous expressions froze as their faces got chopped into two. 

Bang, bang, bang! 

The lifeless bodies fell from the sky, slamming heavily on the ground. 



“How, how is this possible?” A drop of cold sweat appeared on Gardner’s forehead. He was astounded. 

This human is only a celestial stage martial warrior. Why is he so powerful? 

Wang Teng killed all the sheep-head apparitions without even looking back at them. He rushed past 

them and pointed at their surviving leader. 

Swoosh! 

The Golden Crescent Blade crossed the void. 

Gardner’s head became numb, a chill going up his spine. He felt threatened; all thoughts of garnering 

merit were thrown to the back of his mind. 

All he wanted was to escape now! 

He immediately flapped his wings and turned to run away. 

However, the next moment—a golden beam appeared next to him and flashed past. A string of blood 

was spurted. 

Gardner became stiff, his vitality quickly disappearing as he fell backwards. 

That sheep-head dark apparition was a low-tier devil emperor. It was killed instantly, without offering 

any resistance. He couldn’t withstand a single blow. 

The creature never expected that human to be so frightening, so much so that escape was impossible. 

All that remained in the apparition’s heart right before death was resentment and hatred towards 

Brumberg. He went and cursed his entire family. 

The guy kicked him to the gates of hell! 

Wang Teng disregarded those apparitions and released his spiritual power to collect attribute bubbles. 

He was a few hundred meters away by then. 
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Celestial Realm Spirit*200 
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Celestial Realm Spirit*500 

… 

“Don’t even think about running away!” Wang Teng remained indifferent as he chased after his 

opponent. 

He was quick when killing the sheep-head apparitions; the devil mind apparition had not gone far. Wang 

Teng could rely on the traces left to continue tracking the creature. 



“Damn it!” Brumberg didn’t think that the human would be so powerful. The sheep-head apparitions 

couldn’t even stop him for a few seconds. 

Useless! 

However, those few seconds were enough for him to widen the distance between them. 

The two relied on time difference in that chasing game. No one was faster in terms of speed. 

However, Brumberg had the advantage. There were many apparitions in the area, so he just needed to 

lure the enemy to have his allies stop him. That way, he could make a getaway. 

Brumberg’s gaze flickered as he came up with a plan. 

Then, he took Wang Teng to areas with dark apparitions and used them to slow him down. The effects 

were amazing; the distance between them kept widening. 

“Damn it!” Wang Teng felt helpless. His expression turned ugly. 

This devil mind apparition is sly. He didn’t fight him head on, and he couldn’t catch up with him. He 

could only follow behind him. 

“Move!” Wang Teng shouted in anger. He controlled his Golden Crescent Blade and threw it at the devil 

moth apparitions up ahead. That was his seventh round encountering beasts. 

Other martial warriors would have been exhausted by then. 

“Bastard, what kind of monster is this human? How can he still remain standing?” 

Brumberg wore an ugly expression, too. He felt spent but the human chasing him was relentless. He 

couldn’t throw him off. 

Chapter 1294 Reappearance of the Devil Vines! 

In the middle of the wilderness—Wang Teng hovered in the sky above the forest with a distorted 

expression. 

The devil mind apparition had entered the forest and disappeared without leaving a trace. 

What troubled him the most was that he didn’t know what technique he used. He couldn’t sense their 

presence, at all. 

The evil creature was cunning, planning to keep a distance from him in the beginning, then hid all traces 

when entering the forest, before Wang Teng could catch up. 

Had they been closer, or if there wasn’t enough time, he would have been incapable of shaking the 

human off. 

This could only imply that a plan had been set in advance. 

Alas, Wang Teng didn’t notice it. 

And even if he did, there was nothing he could do about it. He was unable to catch up. 



He felt helpless! 

Wang Teng’s eyes flickered as he kept searching for a solution. Suddenly, he had an inspiration. 

Next, a figure appeared close to Wang Teng, looking exactly like him. 

Darkness Clone Technique! 

There were ten clones, each one representing a different force. Wang Teng had eleven different forces, 

but he couldn’t just simply use dark force. That was why there were only ten of them. 

Those clones were only at the planetary stage! 

There was nothing he could do about it. The Darkness Clone Technique was a devil lord’s scripture. It 

was impossible to create a stronger clone. 

This was the reason he used the technique as often as before. 

A planetary stage clone wasn’t that useful to him. 

It could only be used to find people. 

Wang Teng could share some of his talents with the clones, like Spiritual Sight and Eyes of Essence. 

That way, he would have more pairs of eyes and expand his search range. 

He gave the order and the ten clones darted away in different directions. 

No matter what, he had to find the escaping apparition. 

He thought for a moment and summoned the Devouring Beast’s clone as well. 

The latter looked at Wang Teng and said, “I didn’t expect that my first appearance would be used to find 

someone.” 

“I wouldn’t have brought you out to find that fellow if I had an alternative.” Wang Teng felt helpless. 

“Go, let me know if you find anything.” 

“Okay!” The Devouring Nihility Beast clone didn’t hesitate, nodded before galloping away in a certain 

direction. 

Wang Teng and the Devouring Beast’s clone went to the most-likely directions taken by the devil mind 

apparition. 

He didn’t believe that he couldn’t find that creature with all the clones deployed lending a hand in the 

search. 

Wang Teng and the clones shuttled through the forest and looked in every direction, while sharing 

information from time to time. 

However, no one discovered anything. 

The apparition seemed to have vanished from the surface of the world. He couldn’t be found, no matter 

how hard they looked. 



Time passed slowly. They searched deeper, but were still unable to find any trace. Wang Teng frowned 

and looked frustrated. 

Did I really lose him? 

Just then, Wang Teng received a message from the Devouring Nihility Beast clone. 

“Devil Vines!” 

His companion discovered Devil Vines. 

Wang Teng’s eyes flashed. He pondered for a while and hurried over. 

Devil vines had appeared in this location, meaning that the devil mind apparition had probably entered 

the depths of the forest. 

After all, the devil mind dark apparition he caught previously was found when he passed through the 

devil vine’s blockade. Is there a connection between the two? 

Our hero had previously reported this information to the higher ups, but he didn’t know if they had sent 

people to investigate. 

He always felt that the place wasn’t as simple as it seemed. 

Wait! 

That mountain range seemed to be connected to the previous ones. All mountain ranges criss-crossed 

and stretched across the land; it was considered a great sight of Defense Planet No. 29. 

Could it be… 

Wang Teng was deep in thought as he rushed over. 

The surrounding fog became denser as he went deeper, exuding a thick power of darkness. 

However, it wasn’t a big hindrance to Wang Teng. 

In fact, he felt that his guess was right on the money as he progressed. There was some secret about 

dark apparitions there. 

Soon, he stopped on a big tree and looked to the left. 

“You’re here!” The Devouring Nihility Beast clone emerged from a nearby tree. It pointed to the ground 

in front of them and said, “This is the place where the devil vines appeared. I’ve already squashed it to 

death.” 

Wang Teng was surprised. The ground was still intact, yet the vines hidden deep underground had 

already lost all vitality. It was beyond dead. 

The Devouring Nihility Beast clone knew how to control its power well. 

“What are you planning to do?” the beast clone asked. 



“There’s something strange about this place. I can’t find the devil mind apparition now, but I’m sure it’s 

hiding here. I’m going to sneak in,” Wang Teng replied. 

“I knew you would do that.” The clone beast smiled. “I shall head back then.” 

“Thanks!” Wang Teng nodded. 

The beast turned into a dark purple light and disappeared into Wang Teng’s forehead. 

Concurrently, the ten clones disappeared, turned into rays of light as they converged towards Wang 

Teng’s position. 

All ten rays returned to him in an instant. 

“Now, let me see what you’re hiding here,” Wang Teng muttered to himself and his body slowly 

dissipated, blending into the shadows of the surrounding trees. 

No one was following him this time and he was unconcerned. He was using dark apparition stealth 

techniques. 

The devil vines underground didn’t treat him as an enemy; he easily slipped through. 

“What a pity!” 

Wang Teng turned and glanced around. 

Those devil vines had attribute bubbles, but he couldn’t get more out of them. This would have startled 

the apparitions otherwise. 

He would definitely farm some attributes on the way back if he had the chance. 

The entire area was more than ten kilometers long. 

He probably wouldn’t have guessed that there were so many vines underground if he didn’t have the 

Eyes of Essence. 

Ordinary martial warriors would definitely die if they walked in. 

Not even a heaven stage martial warrior would be able to escape unscathed once the vines burst out of 

the ground. 

Even if General Cameron sent people over to investigate, it would be impossible to traverse the devil 

vine area, and they wouldn’t be able to find out anything. 

Wang Teng was hiding in a tree’s shadow at the moment, looking ahead. 

There were many advanced-rank apparitions after passing the vines. 

Somewhere nearby, around a kilometer away, was a low-tier devil emperor patrolling along with ten 

devil kings. 

“Devil armor dark apparitions!” Wang Teng’s eyes glinted, then flashed an odd smile. 



His figure changed slowly and dark force surged, then turned into a black hideous armor covering his 

entire body. 

Chapter 1295 Dark Behemoth: the Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast! 

Translator: Henyee Translations 

Devil Armor! 

Wang Teng was wearing the devil armor and became three meters tall. His armor looked savage and 

there was dark force surrounding him. The devilish aura made him look like a real devil king. 

No one would think he was a human. 

Two red glows of light could be seen where his eyes should be, exactly like a devil armor dark apparition. 

He then stepped forward from his hiding spot. 

The leader of the devil armor apparitions on patrol noticed him and instantly shouted, “Who’s that? 

Stop right there!” 

Wang Teng moved calmly, passing through the mist to stand before them. 

“I went out on Sir’s order.” 

It was a hoarse and cold voice coming from within the armor. Wang Teng was speaking in the dark 

apparitions’ language. He merely replied with a simple sentence, not giving much information. 

This was normal among dark apparitions. 

The low-tier devil emperor sized him up, not suspecting a thing. He only asked the normal questions, 

“What’s your name?” 

“Justin,” Wang Teng replied instantly. 

This will be my new identity! 

“Justin? This name sounds… strange,” said Jeroff, the low-tier devil emperor. 

“My name is not strange!” Wang Teng replied indifferently. 

“Erm… All right, you can go in.” Jeroff only felt that the fellow was odd but he couldn’t pinpoint the 

reason why. Thus, he coughed and allowed Wang Teng to go in. 

There was no suspicion whatsoever. 

After all, Wang Teng looked exactly like a dark apparition, and he spoke in their native language. 

He looked more like a dark apparition than dark apparition themselves. 

Wang Teng remained calm as he walked past those creatures. He remained as composed as he could. 

“So many people went out following orders today. One of them just came back,” Jeroff muttered. 

Wang Teng perked up his ears. He felt that he had just heard something critical. 



Just came back? 

Was it the devil mind apparition? 

Wang Teng turned his head and asked, “Was it one of the devil mind race?” 

“Oh, do you know him?” Jeroff was surprised. 

“Of course.” Wang Teng chuckled. Then, he brushed the fellow off and walked into the mist with the 

wave of a hand. 

“Strange!” Jeroff shook his head, then dismissed all thoughts about Wang Teng altogether. 

The latter entered the dark apparitions’ territory with ease, and even obtained important information. 

The devil mind apparition did run off to this place. 

He was certain it was the very same creature who shook him off earlier. It would be too coincidental if 

another of his kind would have just returned, too. 

Wang Teng delved deeper into the mist as he pondered about his next step. 

The most important thing was to find the sneaky apparition and save Moira. 

As for the devil ovum, he would destroy it if he could. He had absorbed its Origin of Darkness, but he 

wasn’t sure if there were any revival methods. 

Lastly, he could use that chance to investigate what the dark apparitions were up to. 

He had a bad feeling that those creatures were up to no good. 

Tap, tap, tap… 

Another group of patrolling apparitions walked over from a distance. 

That was the third encounter. The deeper he went, the more patrols he would meet. 

The tight security was making his curiosity grow. 

However, the guard’s ignorance robbed him of any sense of achievement for sneaking in. There hadn’t 

been any difficulties, at all. 

Round Ball was alerted. Its voice echoed in Wang Teng’s mind. “You’re really bold.” 

“Look at me. What do you have to worry about?” Wang Teng asked back. 

“I have a question deep in my heart. I wonder if I should say it?” Round Ball said. 

“Since you’re asking so sincerely, I will be kind and tell you the answer,” Wang Teng replied calmly. 

Round Ball became silent. In the end, curiosity won so it asked, “Are you a human or a dark apparition?” 

“Isn’t it obvious? I’m a…” Wang Teng paused for a moment. 

“What is it?” Round Ball probed. 



“Of course I’m a human.” Wang Teng laughed in his heart. “What a stupid question. How could I be a 

dark apparition? It’s impossible.” 

“Who knows? Who’d believe you weren’t an apparition if they laid eyes on you now!” Round Ball felt at 

a loss for words. 

“You can consider me as a special person,” said Wang Teng with a smile. 

He stopped and squinted the moment he finished talking. 

A huge valley shrouded in black mist appeared before him. There were numerous dark apparitions 

patrolling and a strange, large building was practically lying prone within the black mist. It was a majestic 

sight. 

Round Ball was also silent. It had obviously seen that scenery and was flabbergasted. 

“There’s indeed something strange here,” Wang Teng muttered to himself. 

Who would have thought that the dark apparitions silently build a base right there! 

They must have some plans up their sleeves! 

So many attribute bubbles! Wang Teng regained his composure and noticed countless bubbles floating 

around the large and strange building. His eyes lit up. 

The bubbles were floating amid the black mist, and wouldn’t have noticed them if the mist hadn’t 

scattered a little. 

They were a little far, so he didn’t use his spiritual power to avoid the risk of being discovered. 

A human’s spiritual power was different from that of dark apparitions. Theirs were a little chaotic, 

possessing certain dark attributes. On the other hand, the human’s was pure. 

To use his spiritual power, he would need to process it. 

Wang Teng went closer before he could see the attribute bubbles clearly. 

There were indeed countless of them! 

Those objects filled up the space around the giant building. He wondered where they came from. 

He didn’t know that buildings could produce attribute bubbles. 

Wang Teng didn’t dwell on it; collecting the attribute bubbles was more essential. He instilled some dark 

force in his spiritual power. It would be safer and less eye-catching. 

Then, he released his spiritual power and collected the attribute bubbles. 
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… 

“Huh? Constellation Earth Force?” Wang Teng was stunned. 

He thought that there would only be dark element bubbles, yet lo and behold, there was constellation 

earth force. 

This isn’t right! 

Why would there be constellation earth force in a place filled with dark force? 

It was unexpected. 

Wang Teng was confused. All of a sudden, he felt his head become numb, as if someone was staring at 

him. 

Swoosh! 

He instantly peered upwards, clearly feeling that the gaze came from somewhere above him. 

Indeed, once he looked up, there was a pair of giant, crimson eyes passing through the black mist and 

staring into his eyes. 

Wang Teng’s pupils shrank. Cold sweat started to drip down his forehead inside the devil armor. 

Scary! 

Terrifying! 

He felt as if he was being eyed by a frightening presence. Goosebumps appeared on his head and a chill 

ran down his spine. 

It was the same feeling he had when he met the Devouring Nihility Beast in the past. 

Out of reflex, he wanted to use his bonded beast’s power. 

Only that beast’s powerful bloodline could stand up against an unknown presence. 

However, he quickly dropped the thought. 

It would be too conspicuous if he revealed his special skills in front of that powerful presence. 

Fortunately, his mentality was strong enough. He wasn’t afraid when facing universe stage martial 

warriors, so he managed to calm down after a moment of shock. 

The powerful presence didn’t care about him, either. It just spared him a glance, then gradually closed 

its eyes after not noticing anything abnormal. The crimson eyes disappeared inside the black mist. 

Lucky! Wang Teng heaved a sigh of relief and stared at the giant structure with a troubled gaze. 



That was not a building. It was a terrifying dark behemoth! 

No, it was also a building. 

It was a building that grew on its body. 

“What is that?” Round Ball swallowed saliva. Its voice was filled with disbelief and shock. 

“I don’t know,” Wang Teng said grimly. He paused before adding, “Let me take a look.” 

He searched through the Devouring Nihility Beast’s memories for some time; then, his gaze lit up. He 

looked at the behemoth again and exclaimed in surprise, “If I’m not mistaken, this is the legendary dark 

behemoth, the Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast!” 

“The Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast!” Round Ball was stunned. It continued awkwardly, “I’ve never heard of 

it.” 

Wang Teng felt at a loss. “Being among the intelligent lifeforms, don’t you feel ashamed?” 

Round Ball went silent and said dejectedly, “Should I retire?” 

“Cough, all right. Just joking.” Wang Teng coughed awkwardly and explained, “The Obelisk Scale Dragon 

Beast is an extremely powerful dark behemoth. It lives in areas with dense and thick dark force, and 

possesses both earth force and dark force, plus it has many amazing battle techniques, on par with 

universe behemoths.” 

“On par with universe behemoths?!” Round Ball was dumbstruck. The little guy asked, “It… can it get 

bigger?” 

“That’s right, this giant behemoth can grow bigger,” said Wang Teng, nodding sternly. 

“Gasp, it means that Defense Planet No. 29…” Round Ball gasped, not daring to continue the sentence.. 

“No matter what the dark apparitions’ goals are, we need to go back and send that piece of news,” 

Wang Teng said in his heart. 

No longer hesitating, he walked around the Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast to collect attribute bubbles. 

Wang Teng had massive gains from that walk. 

His constellation dark force rose from the eighth level celestial stage to the ninth. 

Constellation Dark Force: 800/90000 (celestial stage ninth level) 

It was incredible. His constellation dark force was at the start of the eighth stage, but now it jumped 

straight to the ninth level. This meant that the Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast had dropped more than 

eighty thousand points of the constellation dark force. 

His earth force had also leaped to the ninth level of the celestial stage. 

Constellation Earth Force: 1200/90000 (celestial stage ninth level) 

Simultaneously—He felt the changes done to his dark and earth talents after a few special attribute 

bubbles merged into his body. 



Divine level! 

It was a stage above the imperial-level! 

Wang Teng was both shocked and elated, being able to feel the obvious change in his dark and earth 

talents. His sensitivity towards those two forces increased. It seemed that he could merge those two 

forces. 

He had the same feeling when his wind talent reached the divine level. However, now, he was 

experiencing twice the effect. 

Wang Teng was truly overjoyed. 

However, his happiness only lasted a few seconds. His face quickly became grave. 

This was obviously the Obelisk Scale Dragon Beast’s talent. 

How scary was that creature, to actually possess those talents? 

Wang Teng didn’t even dare to imagine. 

 


